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extremely cool landscape mods.Connecting inner and outer worlds: the ways of connecting. This
paper explores the nature of connectingness and the ways we connect. Connectingness can be
described in three dimensions: the relational, the subjective and the meaning dimension. The

relational dimension is explored with regard to the way we are related to each other (e.g. kindness,
warmth and empathy). The subjective dimension is studied in terms of our own experience of
connectingness (e.g. being relaxed, being happy, being touched) and the meaning dimension

focuses on the relationships we have with ourselves, with others and with the broader community
and society. Connectingness is based on an inner spiritual connection and can have several

outcomes. Interventions were adopted to explore the way people were connected to each other and
to the environment. A variety of mechanisms for connecting people were adopted. These included a
personal interview technique, a non-verbal language technique, and a piece of art. A survey on art

and design education was also conducted to assess if the art approach was considered
efficient.Understanding the reliability of wheelchair user wheelchair acceleration: Description and

comparison of four tools. The purpose of this study was to compare wheelchair users' acceleration in
a wheelchair, with four tools: ACC, SLT, Rotary Disk (RD) and Videometric Accelerometry (VMA).

Thirteen participants from a wheelchair user support group were enrolled. Four to six trials of
acceleration and deceleration were recorded from each participant across 5 sessions, 7 days apart.
Optimal acceleration values were determined for each tool and the difference between the optimal

acceleration for each tool was calculated. Intraclass correlation coefficients, standard errors of
measurement and minimal detectable changes were also calculated and compared. The results

indicate that the ACC tool provided the optimal acceleration for wheelchair user acceleration for all
participants except one. Optimal chair speed values ranged from 0.23 to 0.53 m/s in an ACHITEST

and were larger than the reference values of 0.24 to 0.37 m/s. All tools provided reliable values and
provided a large amount of data. However, the RD tool was the least reliable and provided the least

amount of data. The results also provide
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